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The bacterial type VI secretion system (T6SS) is an organelle that is structurally and mechanistically
analogous to an intracellular membrane-attached contractile phage tail. Recent studies determined that a
rapid conformational change in the structure of a sheath protein complex propels T6SS spike and tube com-
ponents along with antibacterial and antieukaryotic effectors out of predatory T6SS+ cells and into prey cells.
The contracted organelle is then recycled in an ATP-dependent process. T6SS is regulated at transcriptional
and posttranslational levels, the latter involving detection of membrane perturbation in some species. In
addition to directly targeting eukaryotic cells, the T6SS can also target other bacteria coinfecting a mamma-
lian host, highlighting the importance of the T6SS not only for bacterial survival in environmental ecosystems,
but also in the context of infection and disease. This review highlights these and other advances in our
understanding of the structure, mechanical function, assembly, and regulation of the T6SS.
Introduction
Several different types of protein secretion systems exist in

Gram-negative bacteria that function to translocate proteins

outside of their cells, into the extracellular milieu, and sometimes

into adjacent prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells. The type VI secre-

tion system (T6SS) represents one of the most recently recog-

nized examples of these organelles. It was defined functionally

in 2006 inVibrio cholerae through genetic identification of several

of its critical components and canonical substrates (Pukatzki

et al., 2006). However, genes now known to be integrally

associated with the T6SS had been identified as playing roles

in virulence nearly a decade ago for Salmonella (Folkesson

et al., 2002), Rhizobium (Bladergroen et al., 2003), Fracisella

(Nano et al., 2004), and Edwardsiella (Rao et al., 2004), while

several bioinformatics studies had identified their high conserva-

tion and broad distribution in nearly 25% of all Gram-negative

bacteria (Das and Chaudhuri, 2003; Pallen et al., 2002; Schlieker

et al., 2005). An explosion of interest in T6SS has led to its rapid

study in Pseudomonas (Mougous et al., 2006), Escherichia (Dud-

ley et al., 2006), Burkholderia (Schell et al., 2007), Agrobacterium

(Wu et al., 2008), Aeromonas (Suarez et al., 2008), Helicobacter

(Bartonickova et al., 2013), and Campylobacter (Lertpiriyapong

et al., 2012), as well as other organisms. Although these initial

studies were understandably focused on the role of T6SS in viru-

lence (Ma et al., 2009a) or host immunomodulation (Chow and

Mazmanian, 2010), more recently, T6SSs have been implicated

in interbacterial interactions ranging from bactericidal activity

(Hood et al., 2010; MacIntyre et al., 2010) and competitive

growth in mixed-culture biofilms (Schwarz et al., 2010) to self

versus nonself discrimination (Alteri et al., 2013; Wenren et al.,

2013). Like the type 4 secretion system (T4SS) of Gram-negative

bacteria, T6SS can translocate proteins into both prokaryotic

and eukaryotic cells, underlining the versatility of the T6SS nano-

machine. This review focuses on advances in understanding the

structure, mechanical function, assembly, and regulation of this

remarkable secretion organelle.
T6SS Components, Structure, and Energetics
Among the first identified canonical substrates of the T6SS were

those belonging to protein superfamilies commonly called Hcp

(haemolysin coregulated protein) and VgrG (valine-glycine

repeat G) (Pukatzki et al., 2006). These proteins are unusual in

that they are both secreted and required for T6SS apparatus

functionality (Mougous et al., 2006; Pukatzki et al., 2006). Struc-

ture prediction algorithms indicated that VgrG proteins show sig-

nificant structural homology to a complex called (gp27)3-(gp5)3,

which corresponds to the tail spike or ‘‘needle’’ of the T4 phage.

Like many other bacteriophages, the T4 phage tail structurally

consists of a sheath that is joined to tail fibers via a baseplate

(Figure 1). When the tail fibers make contact with target bacteria

cells, contraction of the tail sheath delivers a tube and spike that

are thought to penetrate target bacterial cell membranes, facili-

tating the delivery of phage genetic material (Leiman and

Shneider, 2012). Similar to the T4 tail spike, early evidence

suggested that different VgrG proteins could form complexes

(Pukatzki et al., 2007), and eventually, evidence for homotrimeric

complexes was obtained through crystallographic (Leiman et al.,

2009) and biochemical analyses (Hachani et al., 2011). Crystalli-

zation of the Hcp1 T6SS protein of P. aeruginosa and its atomic

structure suggested that this protein could form tubes

composed of stacked rings of Hcp hexamers (Mougous et al.,

2006). Additional evidence for Hcp tube formation was obtained

through crosslinking studies (Ballister et al., 2008), and further

structural analysis of the Hcp protein fold showed its similarity

to a duplicated b-tube domain within the N-terminal gp27-like

domain of VgrG (Leiman et al., 2009). These analyses predicted

that if Hcp formed a tube in the context of the functional

apparatus, then that tube would likely dock with the pseudo hex-

americ b-tube domain of a VgrG trimer (Leiman et al., 2009).

Consistent with this idea, the nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) structure of the lambda phage tube protein p5 revealed

it to be a structural homolog of Hcp (Pell et al., 2009), and indeed

bioinformatic analysis of genes encoding Hcp orthologs
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Figure 1. Contractile Phage Tails and the Contractile T6SS Organelle
T6SS and contractile phage share a number of core structural components. Homologous components are depicted in the same color. While extracellular phage
attach to the outer membrane (OM) of host cells via tail fibers that are connected to the virion baseplate, the cytoplasmic T6SS baseplate attaches to an inner
membrane (IM) complex that spans the periplasm and associates with the outer membrane of the predatory T6SS+ cell. Contraction of phage sheath delivers the
phage spike into a target cell, while contraction of T6SS sheath forces the T6SS spike out of the cell and potentially across a target membrane (TM). Proteins
conserved in T4 phage and the T6SS are labeled.
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suggests that they are as closely related to predicted phage tube

proteins as other T6SS-encoded Hcp orthologs (Leiman et al.,

2009). Such phage tube proteins include gp19 of T4 phage,

which lacks a crystal structure but forms tubes similar in appear-

ance to Hcp tubes (Leiman et al., 2009).

A third component of the T6SS apparatus, now known as TssE

(type six subunit E), showed significant homology to the T4

phage baseplate component gp25 (Leiman et al., 2009), which

is known to reside near the interface between the phage spike

and the tube complex (Kanamaru et al., 2002). These similarities

between T6SS components and phage pointed to a model

predicting that the T6SS represented, at least in part, a phage

tail-like structure in an orientation that is opposite that of phage

infection (Leiman et al., 2009) (Figure 1) and supported earlier

suggestions (Mougous et al., 2006) that Hcp in its tubular confor-

mation might act as a conduit for protein transport by the T6SS

machine once extruded from the cell.

Support for the phage tail model for the T6SS organelle came

through a series of observations that revolved around three addi-

tional essential T6SS components. In a seminal study, Böne-

mann et al. (2009) determined that in V. cholerae, the Clp family
10 Cell Host & Microbe 15, January 15, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
AAA+ adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) ClpV recognized two

other T6SS components, VipA and VipB (named for ClpV-inter-

acting protein), which formed tubular structures in both Escher-

ichia coli and V. cholerae. When viewed down the long axis under

electron microscopy, VipA/VipB tubules formed 12-tooth

cogwheel-like shapes that were completely disintegrated by a

process dependent on ClpV-mediated ATP hydrolysis (Böne-

mann et al., 2009). It was first noted by Leiman et al. (2009)

that the VipA/VipB tubule structures described by Bönemann

et al. (2009) were highly similar to contracted T4 phage tail

sheaths, further suggesting that a VipA/VipB sheath contraction

mechanismmight provide the energy for T6SS protein transport.

With this information, several models appeared, envisioning how

the apparatusmight be organized and function (Bönemann et al.,

2010; Filloux, 2009; Records, 2011). However, further insights

into the functional mechanism of protein translocation by the

T6SS organelle would require cell biological analysis and visual-

ization of the dynamic action of intact organelles in living cells as

well as super-high-resolution visualization of flash-frozen cells.

Basler et al. (2012) directly visualized the T6SS organelle

dynamics in V. cholerae using a combination of time-lapse
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Figure 2. Model for T6SS Assembly, Effector Translocation, and
Component Recycling
(A) Baseplate complex forms consisting of TssE, TssJ, TssK, TssL, and TssM.
Other components not pictured include TssA, TssF, and TssG. In some T6SSs,
Fha is an essential part of this complex. TssJ, TssK, TssL, and TssM are placed
in this drawing based on protein localization and interaction studies
(Felisberto-Rodrigues et al., 2011; Zoued et al., 2013), while TssE position is
inferred from phage homolog (Kostyuchenko et al., 2003).
(B) VgrG, PAAR, and effector proteins are recruited to this complex and
assemble into the structure. VgrG interaction with PAAR or effectors likely
contributes to the overall stability of the apparatus assembly. Although these
components are pictured here as being cytosolic, it is unclear whether there is
an opening into the periplasm.
(C) It is thought that the Hcp tube polymerizes from a nucleator that, in part, is a
VgrG trimer, and then the VipA/VipB sheath polymerizes around the growing
Hcp tube.
(D) Analogous to phage, a conformation change in the sheath structure results
in a contraction event that launches the Hcp tube out of the cell and across a
target membrane. This contraction event delivers the loaded VgrG-effector
‘‘warhead’’ through the layers of the cell envelope; however, it is not known
how often penetration into the cytosol occurs, if at all. It is also unknown how
much Hcp is lost outside the cell and how much is retained within the cytosol.
(E) ClpV uses ATP to remodel the contracted sheath, restoring the pool of
available sheath subunits. The now unsheathed Hcp tube disassembles; parts
of the tube that are not expelled from the cell are recycled within the cytosol.
(F) The naked baseplate complex is then ready to be recycled or dis-
assembled, depending on the T6SS and its activation state.
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fluorescence light microscopy and electron cryotomography.

Utilizing functional, fluorescent VipA-GFP fusion proteins, these

investigators showed that a large VipA-containing sheath struc-

ture exists inside cells and undergoes cycles of extension,

contraction, disassembly, and reassembly. The T6SS sheath

polymerizes from a membrane-bound complex in an extended

conformation, and like phage, the extended sheath structure

then undergoes a rapid contraction event, estimated to occur

in less than 5 ms (Basler et al., 2012) (Figure 1). Disassembly of

the contracted sheath structure is driven by ClpV, which recog-

nizes only the contracted form of the T6SS sheath in both

V. cholerae and P. aeruginosa (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012;

Basler et al., 2012). The contraction event is correlated with pro-

tein secretion and delivery of effectors and attack signals into

target cells (Basler et al., 2012, 2013; Basler and Mekalanos,

2012; Ho et al., 2013). Both the extended and contracted sheath

structures are observed attached to the membrane and can be

differentiated from each other by their dimensions, surface

topology, and internal density, the last of which has been
hypothesized to correspond minimally to the Hcp tube (Basler

et al., 2012) but may also reflect the density of effectors that

are occupying the Hcp tube luminal channel, based on more

recent insights (Silverman et al., 2013).

As with phage, the T6SS apparatus needs a way to attach the

tube and sheath complex to a membrane in order to translocate

molecules across it. In phage, this is achieved via a large base-

plate complex that serves both as a platform for assembly of

the tube and sheath as well as an attachments site for tail fibers,

which directly contact target cells (Kostyuchenko et al., 2003)

(Figure 1). For T6SS, gp25-like TssE is the only homolog to phage

baseplate components (Leiman et al., 2009; Lossi et al., 2011).

Instead of a fully phage-like baseplate complex, the T6SS tube

and sheath are anchored to the membrane via a complex related

to the Legionella Dot/Icm T4SS that injects effector proteins

into host cells (Figure 1). This complex consists of two inner

membrane components, TssL (DotU-related) and TssM (IcmF-

related) (Durand et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2009b; VanRheenen

et al., 2004), and an outer membrane lipoprotein (TssJ) (Felis-

berto-Rodrigues et al., 2011) (Figure 2). In some organisms,

this complex is thought to be anchored to the peptidoglycan

through an extension domain of TssL or through an additional

accessory protein (Aschtgen et al., 2010). Although it remains

unclear how the T6SS tube and sheath attach to the baseplate,

two-hybrid interaction studies indicate that the essential cyto-

plasmic protein TssK interacts with both the membrane-bound

TssJ-TssL-TssM complex as well as the Hcp tube and VipA/

VipB sheath and may serve as an adaptor between the two

(Zoued et al., 2013). There are three other essential proteins

that are virtually universally conserved, TssF, TssG, and TssA

(Boyer et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2011; Zheng and Leung,

2007), but it is unclear what roles they play in T6SS assembly,

structure, and/or function.

Other genes play a clearly accessory role in T6SS function. For

example, the protein Fha (forkhead-associated) (Pallen et al.,

2002) is absent in more than half of the bioinformatically identi-

fied T6SSs (Boyer et al., 2009) (Figure 5A), several of which

have been confirmed to be functional and active without it,

such as in A. baylyi (Basler et al., 2013) and E. tarda (Zheng

and Leung, 2007). However, in at least some of the T6SSs that

do have Fha, such as P. aeruginosa (Mougous et al., 2007) and

V. cholerae (Zheng et al., 2011), the Fha protein has been shown

to be essential. In a subset of these organisms (Figure 5A), Fha

has evolved to play a critical role in mediating posttranslational

regulation of T6SS activity (Basler et al., 2013; Fritsch et al.,

2013; Ho et al., 2013; Mougous et al., 2007).

Based on early data showing subcellular colocalization of Fha

and ClpV (Mougous et al., 2007), most models that followed hy-

pothesized that Fha orthologs trigger formation of a membrane-

associated complex that is critical to formation of a functional

T6SS organelle. As such, one way to conceptualize the T6SS

organelle is as a complex composed of two distinct assemblies:

one analogous to a contractile phage tail and baseplate and the

other a transmembrane complex (Cascales and Cambillau,

2012; Silverman et al., 2012). However, other than using

structural or sequence homology as a guide to differentiate the

proteins belonging to these two complexes, there are no data

supporting the concept that these two assemblies can form

independently. For this reason, we prefer to refer to the entire
Cell Host & Microbe 15, January 15, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 11
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membrane-associated complex excluding the spike, tube,

sheath, and ClpV components as the baseplate complex.

Clearly, energy is required for the function of the T6SS organ-

elle as a protein translocation machine. In this regard, there has

been significant controversy in the T6SS field as to what role

ClpV plays in the process. ClpV was initially identified as a mem-

ber of theClp family of AAA+ATPases found almost exclusively in

pathogenic bacteria (Schlieker et al., 2005) before being impli-

cated in T6SS function (Mougous et al., 2006) and recognized

as being widely conserved in nearly all T6SSs (Boyer et al.,

2009). Early localization studies of fluorescent ClpV-GFP fusions

suggested that ClpV was recruited to specific complexes on the

bacterial membrane containing Fha (Mougous et al., 2007).Mem-

bers of the Clp family form hexameric ring structures that bind

and unfold protein substrates by threading them through their

central channel (Mogk et al., 2008). The elegant biochemical

studies of Bönemann et al. (2009) confirmed these activities in

the context of T6SS, but some models for T6SS function have

perhaps overreached on these observations by suggesting that

ClpV also drives effector recognition and translocation. For

example, one model postulates that after contraction of the

VipA/VipB sheath and subsequent launching of the Hcp tube

into a target cell to form an intercellular bridge, ClpV is recruited

to power the translocation of effector proteins by threading them

down the Hcp tube (Silverman et al., 2012). However, we now

know that this model is likely incorrect. First, ClpV is not essential

for T6SS-dependent bacterial killing; rather, it merely increases

T6SS efficiency (Basler et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2011). Second,

ClpV specifically recognizes and remodels VipB (and, by associ-

ation, VipA) in contracted sheaths but not other secreted sub-

strates (Bönemann et al., 2009; Pietrosiuk et al., 2011). Third,

when observed by time-lapse microscopy, ClpV-GFP visibly

coats the entire length of the contracted sheath (Basler and

Mekalanos, 2012), an observation further confirmed through

high-resolution thin-section electron microscopy (Kapitein

et al., 2013). Binding along the length of a contracted sheath

would be unnecessary if ClpVweremerely translocating effectors

down the channel of the Hcp tube. Rather than playing a direct

role in substrate translocation, these observations suggest that

the role of ClpV may actually be to recycle T6SS sheath compo-

nents, allowing for efficient turnover of at least the contracted

sheath if not the entire organelle (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012;

Basler et al., 2012) (Figure 2). All of the energy required for protein

secretion and translocation is contained intrinsically within the

assembly of the extended sheath structure. All available evidence

indicates that ClpV simply allows the cell to reaccess this energy

potential by ATP-driven remodeling of VipA/VipB that are trapped

in contracted, low-energy sheaths (Basler et al., 2012; Bönemann

et al., 2009; Pietrosiuk et al., 2011).

The presence of ClpV in the T6SS represents an interesting

evolutionary adaptation from its phage relatives. Contractile

phages utilize a ‘‘one-and-done’’ mechanism, where a single

contraction event is sufficient to penetrate a host membrane

and deliver components needed to initiate a successful infection.

Unlike phage, bacterial cells benefit greatly from being able to

reuse intracellular components of the T6SS. Indeed, fluores-

cence microscopy has revealed that sheath components can

be limiting for V. cholerae T6SS. Complementation of a vipA

mutant with low levels of VipA expression from an inducible
12 Cell Host & Microbe 15, January 15, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
plasmid reduced the number of T6SS structures per cell signifi-

cantly (Basler et al., 2012). Furthermore, nonfunctional ClpV

mutants or ClpV mutants unable to recognize VipB show accu-

mulation of contracted sheath structures as well as reduced for-

mation of new T6SS structures (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012).

This observation also explains why residual T6SS activity is still

observed in ClpV knockouts (Basler et al., 2012; Zheng et al.,

2011). In such situations, T6SS structures still form, and assem-

bled sheaths still contract; however, after this process occurs

once, the T6SS structure is locked in a contracted form and

cannot be recycled. Indeed, several organisms, including

Campylobacter jejuni, lack genes in their T6SS cluster that

encode a ClpV ortholog, yet they encode perfectly functional or-

ganelles (Bleumink-Pluym et al., 2013). Interestingly, the anticel-

lular function of the C. jejuni organelle is limited by the presence

of its capsule, suggesting that extracellular matrices can pre-

clude strikes by the T6SS organelle evenwhen prey and predator

cells are in relatively close contact (Bleumink-Pluym et al., 2013).

Another key difference between phage and T6SS is the

inherent difference in penetration depth provided by the contrac-

tion event. T4 phage tails, for example, are only about 100 nm in

length (Duda et al., 1985), while T6SS sheaths can be more than

10 times that length, extending across the entire width (and

sometimes length) of a cell (Basler et al., 2012) (Figure 3A).

This difference in assembly length results in a contraction-driven

tube extrusion for phages, such as T4, that is only about 50 nm.

In contrast, T6SS can attack an area up to half the width of the

cell and therefore possibly penetrate target cells in close contact

as deep as 500 nm (Figure 3B). Like phage, which must ulti-

mately deliver genetic information into the cytosol of the target

bacteria, some T6SS nuclease effectors have clear cytosolic tar-

gets (Koskiniemi et al., 2013). Although direct delivery into the

cytosol by a single T6SS contraction event has never been

shown, the calculated penetration depth of the T6SS spike/

tube complex suggests that it could commonly occur. If so,

one wonders how the tube/spike complex is able to cross the

rigid peptidoglycan. Many phage (e.g., T4) carry lysozyme do-

mains fused to their tail spike complexes, which help break

down peptidoglycan and thus facilitate phage contact with the

bacterial cell wall (Arisaka et al., 2003). However, T6SSVgrG pro-

teins lack equivalent domains (Pukatzki et al., 2007), and those

that have lysozyme-like effector domains do not need them for

target cell intoxication (Zheng et al., 2011). It is possible that

phages need to digest their way through the peptidoglycan bar-

rier, while the T6SS can use brute force to puncture this layer and

gain access to the cytosol in one contraction event. Ultimately,

high-resolution imaging and more precise biophysical measure-

ments of the forces involved will be needed to fully resolve these

possibilities.

Effector Identification, T6SS Secretion Recognition
Signals, and Mechanism of Translocation
Shortly after the discovery of T6SS, various effectors with enzy-

matic activity were identified, notably the VgrG-1 protein of

V. cholerae (Pukatzki et al., 2007). This VgrG has become the

prototypical example of ‘‘evolved VgrGs’’ that carry additional

enzymatic domains fused to the C terminus of their gp5-like

b-helical domain (Leiman et al., 2009) (Figure 4). Other examples

include V. cholerae VgrG-3, which carries a lysozyme-like



Figure 3. Spatial Geometry of Antibacterial T6SS Attacks
(A) Fully assembled T6SS tube (orange arrow) and sheath (purple rectangle) can extend across the diameter of the cell. By comparison, T4 phage tails are typically
only �100 nm (�1/10 cell width). Phage tail length is drawn approximately to scale.
(B) After contraction, sheath length is reduced by close to 50%. Assuming the inner Hcp completely fills the sheath, the full range of the T6SS (orange halo) is a
zone approximately 500 nm wide (�1/2 cell width) surrounding the cell.
(C) Assuming perfectly cylindrical cellular geometry and tight spatial packing, at most 1/6 of the T6SS+ attack range will contain a given prey cell. This number is
even smaller the larger the distance between the T6SS+ predator and the prey cell, highlighting the need for proper aiming of T6SS attacks. If a prey cell cannot be
sensed, the attacker must fire repeatedly in all directions, wasting a majority of the attack potential.
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domain (Brooks et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2013), A. hydrophila

VgrG-1, which carries an ADP-ribosylating toxin domain (Suarez

et al., 2010), and bioinformatically identified S-type pyocin

nuclease VgrG in Salmonella (Blondel et al., 2009) and VgrG

lipase in Burkholderia (Pukatzki et al., 2009). These domain

extensions can be further modified through interaction with addi-

tional effector proteins (Figure 4). For example, in V. cholerae,

T6SS effector TseL (type six effector lipase) interacts with

VgrG-3 and requires it for its secretion (Dong et al., 2013). The

modular nature of these C-terminal extension domains and

interacting proteins suggests that VgrG may be employed as a

delivery vehicle for translocation of other heterologous functional

domains. Indeed, inV. cholerae, a b-lactamase domain replacing

the actin-crosslinking domain of VgrG-1 can be delivered into

host cells by the T6SS (Ma et al., 2009a).

In both V. cholerae (Pukatzki et al., 2007) and P. aeruginosa

(Hachani et al., 2011), there is evidence that VgrG forms a trimeric

complex with other nonidentical VgrG proteins (Hachani et al.,

2011). Indeed, both hetero- and homotrimeric VgrG complexes

can be observed in P. aeruginosa (Hachani et al., 2011), while

in V. cholerae, T6SS activity requires that at least two distinct

VgrG proteins be present for T6SS activity to occur.

V. cholerae VgrG-2 is required along with at least one of

VgrG-1 and VgrG-3 (Zheng et al., 2011), suggesting that forma-

tion of hetero-trimeric complexes of VgrG-2 and VgrG-1 or

VgrG-2 and VgrG-3 is required. Differences in spike complex as-

sembly in different organisms may reflect differences in how the

complex integrates itself within the T6SS apparatus along with

other associated effector proteins. Indeed, in V. cholerae, dele-

tion of VgrG-3 along with secreted effector VasX abolishes

T6SS activity including Hcp secretion (Dong et al., 2013), sug-

gesting that the associations with VgrG complexes may play a

direct role in T6SS assembly. These effector-VgrG interactions

may partially explain why some organisms only have a single

copy of VgrG (Rhizobium leguminosarum), while others have

3 (V. cholerae), 10 (P. aeruginosa), or even 32 (Sorangium cellulo-

sum) distinct VgrG genes, as incorporation and delivery of
different effectors may require a specifically adapted VgrG pro-

tein. Collectively, these observations suggest that heterotrimeric

VgrG complexes have, in theory, the ability to deliver more than

one effector domain in the context of a single spike trimer.

Hood et al. (2010) identified cytotoxic non-VgrG effectors

including enzymes that attack the glycan and peptide bonds in

bacterial peptidoglycan (Russell et al., 2011). Collectively, VgrG

and non-VgrG T6SS effectors exhibit a diverse range of functions

targeting both eukaryotic hosts and bacterial competitors.

Known effector activities include actin modification (Pukatzki

et al., 2007; Suarez et al., 2010), muramidases and peptidases

that attack the bacterial cell wall (Chou et al., 2012; Dong et al.,

2013; English et al., 2012; Hood et al., 2010; Russell et al.,

2011, 2012; Whitney et al., 2013), nucleases (Koskiniemi

et al., 2013), lipases (Dong et al., 2013; Russell et al., 2013),

and proteins facilitating eukaryotic membrane fusion (French

et al., 2011). In order to prevent self or sister cell intoxication,

T6SS+ organisms also encode immunity proteins to neutralize

their cognate antibacterial effectors (Brooks et al., 2013; Dong

et al., 2013; English et al., 2012; Hood et al., 2010).

Effectors have been identified usingmass spectrometry-based

approaches in a number of bacteria, including P. aeruginosa

(Hood et al., 2010), Serratia marcescens (Fritsch et al., 2013),

and V. cholerae (Miyata et al., 2011). Interestingly, P. aeruginosa

mutants lacking all three effectors that were identified using this

approach (Hood et al., 2010) were still able to kill V. cholerae

and E. coli (Basler et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2013). Cell envelope

puncturing can lead to cell death, as in the case of the

P. aeruginosa R-type pyocins that kill bacteria by depolarizing

membranes in conjunction with pore formation (Michel-Briand

and Baysse, 2002). However, Gram-negative bacteria have

been reported to survive multiple cell envelope puncturing events

where an open channel is not maintained (Suo et al., 2009), sug-

gesting that in the case of P. aeruginosa (Basler et al., 2013; Ho

et al., 2013), Tse1-, Tse2-, and Tse3-independent killing may

involve either VgrG/Hcp channel formation or, alternatively, other

effectors that have escaped detection by the previously
Cell Host & Microbe 15, January 15, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 13



Figure 4. Adapted Multiple Effector
Translocation VgrG Model for Effector
Loading and Delivery
T6SS effectors are loaded onto the VgrG spike
complex or within the distal end of the Hcp tube
(left panel). Sheath contraction leads to the
simultaneous delivery of the VgrG spike and all
associated effectors (middle panel), abrogating
the need for the Hcp tube to be stably maintained
(right panel). Prototypical examples of effector
classes 1–3 have been characterized: V. cholerae
VgrG-1 and VgrG-3 (class 1), V. cholerae TseL
(class 2), and D. dadantii RhsA (class 3). Effector
classes 4 and 5 represent hypothetical mecha-
nisms that are likely to exist. Class 4 effectors
associate with PAAR protein extensions, such as
transthyretin-like domains (Shneider et al., 2013)
or Rhs repeat domains (Koskiniemi et al., 2013).
Class 5 effectors bind to the lumenal side of the
Hcp tube; although it has not yet been experi-
mentally confirmed, it is likely that P. aeruginosa
effector Tse2 falls into this category.
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employed proteomic approaches due to either low expression

levels or their intrinsic properties. Tn-seq (transposon mutagen-

esis coupled with massively parallel sequencing) has recently

been employed as an alternative to proteomics to detect three

pairs of effectors and their cognate immunity proteins in

V. cholerae (Dong et al., 2013). This method takes advantage of

the incidental sister cell-sister cell T6SS attacks, as cells carrying

transposon disruptions of effector immunity genes drop out of

mixed populations of T6SS+, but not T6SS�, cells in a manner

detectable by deep sequencing.

Bioinformatic analyses using the physical properties (i.e., mo-

lecular weight, isoelectric point, and operon structure) of known

P. aeruginosa effectors have predicted a large group of potential

T6SS effectors (Russell et al., 2012). However, these analyses

did not identify all of the effectors in V. cholerae and

S. marcescens, indicating again the diversity of T6SS effectors.

Notably, T6SS effector genes have often been found immedi-

ately downstream of orphan hcp-vgrG gene pairs not encoded

within the main T6SS gene clusters in several organisms,

including V. cholerae (Dong et al., 2013; Miyata et al., 2011;

Zheng et al., 2011), Dickeya dadantii (Koskiniemi et al., 2013),

and Proteus mirabilis (Alteri et al., 2013; Wenren et al., 2013).

By extension, genes downstream of these hcp-vgrG gene pairs

may encode T6SS effectors in other organisms as well. Indeed,

many of these downstream genes belong to a diverse family of

lipase effectors (Russell et al., 2013).

Recently, another gene product frequently found adjacent to

T6SS genes has been implicated as both a structural component

of the T6SS organelle and a secreted substrate. Specifically,

PAAR (proline, alanine, alanine, arginine)-motif-containing pro-

teins have been identified as metal-binding, cone-shaped pro-

teins that effectively sharpen the b-helical tip of the VgrG trimer

(Shneider et al., 2013) (Figure 4). Like VgrG, PAAR proteins can

also have additional extension domains with various predicted

effector activities, suggesting that the hundreds of PAAR
14 Cell Host & Microbe 15, January 15, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
proteins identifiable in genome data-

bases may be T6SS effectors as well

(Shneider et al., 2013). Because the inter-

action between PAAR proteins and the
C-terminal end of the VgrG trimer is driven by hydrogen bonding

between the backbones of the respective proteins, it has been

proposed that various PAAR proteins might be able to bind to

any given VgrG trimer (Shneider et al., 2013). Indeed, an effector

nuclease RhsA delivered to target cells by the T6SS D. dadantii

(Koskiniemi et al., 2013) has been identified to be a PAAR protein

(Shneider et al., 2013). This nuclease effector requires either of

two VgrG genes to be delivered to sensitive target cells (Koski-

niemi et al., 2013), suggesting that this PAAR protein is capable

of recognizing different VgrG trimers. Furthermore, as with Hcp

and VgrG, there are frequently multiple genes encoding PAAR

proteins in bacterial species that encode T6SS (Shneider et al.,

2013), suggesting that like VgrG effectors, genes encoding

PAAR effector proteins have been subject to extensive horizontal

transmission among organisms.

The T6SS is also capable of translocating proteins lacking

identifiable signals for VgrG association, such as PAAR motifs.

Although it has been suggested that the Hcp tube may function

as a passive conduit through which these effectors might be

translocated (Mougous et al., 2006; Silverman et al., 2012), the

opening in the Hcp tube is only 40 Å wide (Mougous et al.,

2006) and is too small for all but the smallest effectors to pass

through in a folded state (Benz et al., 2012). Early on, the triple

AAA+ ATPase ClpV was suggested to power unfolded proteins

down an intercellular Hcp tube (Mougous et al., 2006; Silverman

et al., 2012). In such models, proteins such as ClpV (Bönemann

et al., 2009) or IcmF (Ma et al., 2012) that have ATP hydrolytic

activity are envisioned as the source of energy to transport effec-

tors down a conduit formed by the Hcp tube. However, such a

mechanism would require unsheathed extracellular Hcp tubes

to remain assembled during the transport process, and such

structures have never been observed. Recent elegant biochem-

ical and electron microscopy evidence (Silverman et al., 2013)

suggests that some effectors can bind to residues displayed

on the inside of Hcp1 hexamers. Given that this interaction
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stabilizes some effectors, such as Tse2, Hcp has been desig-

nated to have chaperone function (Silverman et al., 2013). Addi-

tionally, alteration of residues on the lumenal side of the Hcp tube

prevents secretion of Tse2 and Tse3 and reduces secretion of

Tse1. Given that Tse3 (44.4 kDa) is too large to fit into the Hcp

tube in a folded conformation, Silverman et al. (2013) suggested

that Tse3 may be interacting with lumenal Hcp residues while in

an unfolded state. These Hcp-effector interactions are not

without precedent, as early biochemical analysis of the T6SS

in E. tarda showed that secreted T6SS substrate EvpP also inter-

acted with Hcp (Zheng and Leung, 2007). Thus, Hcp effector

chaperone activity may be the first step in a process that recruits

effectors into fully assembled Hcp tubes. These observations

suggest that some effectors may be loaded into the Hcp tube

during assembly of the T6SS structure and may be injected

into target cells along with the tube. The effectors that reside in

the Hcp tube in an unfolded conformation may also act analo-

gously to phage tail ‘‘tape measure’’ proteins (Rodrı́guez-Rubio

et al., 2012) and thus control the length of the extended (i.e.,

uncontracted) T6SS tail/tube complex.

Another group of potential T6SS effectors, whose members

are also too large to reside within the Hcp tube in a folded confor-

mation, include members of the extended Rhs-repeat-contain-

ing protein family (Koskiniemi et al., 2013). Recently, structural

analysis has determined that the Rhs repeat domain of one bac-

terial toxin forms a shell-like structure that completely encloses

and protects the toxin’s folded, enzymatically active effector

domain (Busby et al., 2013). Given that many PAAR proteins

display Rhs repeat domains as well as putative effector domains

(Shneider et al., 2013), it seems likely that these caged effector

molecules are completely folded structures that decorate the

VgrG tip. Together, these data suggest a refinement of a model

termed the multiple effector Translocation VgrG (MERV) model

(Shneider et al., 2013). According to this model (Figure 4), effec-

tors can be secreted and delivered to target cells by the T6SS

organelle using as many as five functionally distinct mecha-

nisms. In accordance with this model, we propose that effectors

can be delivered to target cells as a complex of cargo proteins

that decorate the VgrG/PAAR spike or reside within the proximal

part of the Hcp tube lumen (Figure 4). A key aspect of this model

is that the entire cytotoxic load can be delivered in a single T6SS

firing event, thereby abrogating the need for a stable intercellular

channel and prolonged cell-cell association. Rather than

providing more time for additional effectors to be transferred

through a tube, longer cell-cell associations allow for repeated

T6SS firing events to hit a given prey cell. It is also worth noting

that certain large toxins also utilize a strategy that involves

delivery of multiple effector domains in a presumably a single

membrane translocation event (Satchell, 2011).

Regulation of T6SS Expression and Assembly
Because the assembly, contraction, disassembly, and reassem-

bly cycle of the T6SS organelle is likely to be energetically costly

to the bacterial cell, it is not surprising that both expression and

assembly of this organelle is tightly regulated. In most cases,

bacteria have some sort of transcriptional control over T6SS

tied to quorum sensing (Kitaoka et al., 2011; Salomon et al.,

2013; Zheng et al., 2010), biofilm formation (Aubert et al., 2008;

Moscoso et al., 2011), iron depletion (Brunet et al., 2011; Chakra-
borty et al., 2011), thermoregulation (Pieper et al., 2009; Salomon

et al., 2013), salinity (Salomon et al., 2013), or other stress

responses (Brooks et al., 2013; Gueguen et al., 2013). In

V. cholerae, the major T6SS cluster encodes an essential regu-

lator of T6SS, VasH, which acts as an activator of the transcrip-

tion initiator s54 (RpoN). Indeed, both RpoN and VasH are

required for T6SS function (Pukatzki et al., 2006; Zheng et al.,

2011), but interestingly, RpoN and VasH control only the tran-

scription of the two hcp operons and not the major cluster

(Dong and Mekalanos, 2012). It is worth noting that VasH and

RpoN were originally reported to directly bind to the main T6SS

gene cluster in addition to the hcp2 promoter (Bernard et al.,

2011). However, the authors of this study reached this conclusion

using in vitro gel-shift assays and heterologous expression of

transcriptional reporter fusions in E. coli rather than assaying

these regulators under native conditions. That RpoN and VasH

control only the hcp operons and not the main cluster suggests

a two-tiered regulatory cascade. Environmental signals first

need to trigger the transcription of the major cluster so that

vasH is expressed, which subsequently activates the transcrip-

tion of the hcp operons by RpoN. Because the hcp operons carry

many of the secreted T6SS components, namely Hcp, VgrG, and

their downstream effector proteins, while the main cluster con-

tains mostly structural components, this two-tiered regulation

may be important for maintaining different levels of expression

for components that can be internally recycled versus those

that are secreted and thus consumed by the functioning system.

Despite this tight control, transcriptional regulation still has its lim-

itations. Given the number of independent components of the

T6SS apparatus and the multiplicity of subunits required, tran-

scriptional regulation does not allow for rapid response to new

stimuli. Furthermore, because of cellular geometry, T6SS firing

events are inherently inefficient at hitting target cells. Even

assuming perfectly cylindrical geometry and tight spatial packing

of adjacent cells, a T6SS+ attacker would require, on average, six

randomly positioned T6SS firing events in order to actually hit a

given neighboring cell (Figure 3C). The consequence is that cells

are forced into one of two states: a docile one with an inactive or

ineffective T6SS or an aggressive one with an excessively active

T6SS that indiscriminately attacks all neighbors.

P. aeruginosa addresses both T6SS efficiency and target

selection through a posttranslational regulatory system. The

T6SS in P. aeruginosa requires the phosphorylation of Fha by

threonine kinase PpkA (Mougous et al., 2007) (Figures 5B and

5C). PpkA activity requires outer membrane lipoprotein TagQ

(type six secretion-associated gene Q) and outer-membrane-

associated protein TagR (Silverman et al., 2011). TagR was orig-

inally identified as a protein bioinformatically predicted to

interact with the periplasmic domain of PpkA (Hsu et al., 2009),

while TagQ was shown to be required for proper localization of

TagR (Casabona et al., 2013). Two additional proteins, TagS

and TagT, comprise a membrane-bound complex related to

bacterial ABC transporters and are both required for full activa-

tion of PpkA (Casabona et al., 2013). Deactivation of the T6SS

is achieved through dephosphorylation of Fha by protein phos-

phatase PppA (Mougous et al., 2007). Deletion mutants of

PppA exhibit elevated levels of T6SS activity when measured

by either the Hcp secretion level (Mougous et al., 2007) or ClpV

dynamics (Basler et al., 2013).
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Figure 5. T6SS Counterattack Sensing
Pathway
(A) The program hmmsearch (Finn et al., 2011) was
used to identify 761 VipA (pfam05591)- and VipB
(pfam05943)-containing gene loci identified in
sequenced bacterial genomes (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.
gov/genomes/Bacteria). Of these loci, 128 con-
tained nearby (within 40 kb) Fha (pfam00498),
PpkA (PF00069 or PF13519), and PppA (PF13672)
genes. Subsets of these loci carrying different
combinations of TagQ (pfam13488), TagR
(pfam03781), TagS (pfam02687), or TagT
(pfam00005) homologs were also identified. All
loci with TagS also had TagT (*).
(B and C) Various signals involving membrane
perturbation, including exogenous T6SS attack,
T4SS mating pair formation, and certain mem-
brane disrupting antibiotics like polymyxin B can
trigger Fha phosphorylation by PpkA. TagR
directly activates PpkA, while TagQ positions
TagR in the periplasm and associates it with the
outer membrane. TagS and TagT comprise an in-
ner membrane ABC transporter. It is possible that
TagS and TagT directly sense the membrane
perturbation signal (B) or are responsible for
localization of the actual signal sensor (C). It
should be noted that TagS and TagT are not
required for delivery of TagQ and TagR to the
periplasmic space (Casabona et al., 2013).
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It was initially hypothesized that surface growth triggered this

posttranslational regulation of the T6SS (Silverman et al., 2011);

however, time-lapse visualization of T6SS dynamics through

fluorescence microscopy has revealed P. aeruginosa to have a

more fascinating regulatory system (Basler and Mekalanos,

2012). When grown on a solid surface, a P. aeruginosa cell that

spontaneously fires its T6SS apparatus will frequently strike a

neighboring sister cell. This attacked sister cell then builds its

own T6SS organelle and fires a retaliatory T6SS counterattack.

The initial attackers then sense this T6SS counterattack and

retaliate in turn. Because P. aeruginosa encodes immunity pro-

teins to its own T6SS effectors, none of these T6SS attacks

between sister cells are lethal, allowing for this reciprocal inter-

action to be stably maintained for several minutes. This phenom-

enon has been named T6SS dueling (Basler and Mekalanos,

2012). Further genetic analysis of this dueling activity confirmed

the involvement of the threonine phosphorylation pathway

(Basler et al., 2013). As expected, mutations in PpkA, TagQ, or

TagR caused complete loss of all T6SS activation. However,

deletion of TagT maintained basal levels of T6SS activity but

completely suppressed dueling activity. In contrast, although a

PppA deletion mutant exhibited high levels of T6SS activity in

virtually all cells, almost none of this activity was associated

with T6SS dueling, suggesting that dephosphorylation of Fha is

required to reposition the T6SS apparatus in response to newly

sensed attacks. Because dueling activity can only occur if neigh-

boring cells remain adjacent to each other, it is not surprising that

this phenomenon is manifest only on solid surfaces and not in

liquid culture. As such, it is highly likely that the observed corre-

lation between surface growth and increased PpkA activity

(Casabona et al., 2013) is due to accumulation of dueling sister

cells within a given surface-growing population.
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Although sister cell dueling might play some role in cell

signaling involving non-T6SS targets of PpkA regulation (Gold-

ová et al., 2011), responding to sister cell attacks is probably

not the intended use of the T6SS response pathway. Indeed,

P. aeruginosa T6SS is capable of responding to T6SS attack

from heterologous organisms lacking cognate immunity proteins

to P. aeruginosa T6SS effectors. When grown in competition

with P. aeruginosa, T6SS+ V. cholerae and A. baylyi, but not

T6SS� mutants of these organisms, were both killed in a TagT-

dependent manner (Basler et al., 2013). A similar differentiation

between T6SS+ and T6SS� Burkholderia thailandensis has

been reported, although this observation was attributed by the

authors to different degrees of susceptibility to P. aeruginosa

T6SS (LeRoux et al., 2012). Perhaps the most critical aspect of

this T6SS response mechanism is its ability to precisely aim

the retaliatory T6SS response directly at the source of the initial

attack. When mixtures of both T6SS+ and T6SS� V. cholerae

were mixed with P. aeruginosa, only the T6SS+ V. cholerae cells

were killed, while the T6SS� cells were largely untouched (Basler

et al., 2013). The lack of collateral damage associated with acti-

vation of P. aeruginosa T6SS is perhaps indicative of the preva-

lence of P. aeruginosa in multispecies communities (Ha et al.,

2012; Tashiro et al., 2013), where it might stand to benefit from

coexistence with nonhostile cohabitants by sharing resources

and catabolic metabolites.

An interesting and still unanswered question that arises from

these results is how P. aeruginosa is able to avoid being killed

by the T6SS effectors of these heterologous species. The

T6SS effector armor might be attributable to its notorious

outer-membrane impermeability (Nikaido, 1994), but it is hard

to imagine how any membrane structure could repel T6SS

attacks. Perhaps modifications of peptidoglycan structure or

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/Bacteria
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robust repair mechanisms underlie this observed resistance.

Thus, immunity to heterologous effectors coupled with T6SS

counterattacks may be fueling an arms race in antagonistic bac-

terial cell-cell interactions.

Based on bioinformatic analysis of the genes needed for

dueling, this posttranslation T6SS regulation is likely limited to

a subset of Fha-containing T6SSs (Figure 5A). Specifically, this

phenomenon may be restricted to Pseudomonas species, as

this genus is the only one so far identified to contain all of the

requisite regulatory components. Indeed, other organisms,

such as S. marcescens, that still require phosphorylation of

Fha by PpkA for T6SS activation but lack the TagQRST system

do not require cell-cell contact to fully activate their T6SS (Fritsch

et al., 2013). This observation suggests that the rapid response

associated with posttranslational control is not necessarily

limited to responding to attacking bacterial neighbors as has

been observed in P. aeruginosa. Rather, the T6SS in each of

these bacterial species might be specifically adapted to respond

to the threats each species is likely to encounter in nature.

Recently, the T6SS of E. coli EAEC strain 17-2 has been

observed to exhibit what appeared to be T6SS dueling behavior

(Brunet et al., 2013). However, given that none of the TagQRST

system genes required for T6SS dueling in P. aerugionsa are

found in sequenced E. coli strains (Figure 5A), it is unlikely that

these bacteria are exhibiting the same process observed in

P. aeruginosa. Indeed, the dueling cells presented in this study

do not appear to exhibit the precise geometric orientation

observed in P. aeruginosa (Basler et al., 2013; Basler and Meka-

lanos, 2012) and thusmaymore likely be a consequence of T6SS

organelles coincidentally being aimed at each other in adjacent

cells. Another important clarification between the putative

dueling observed in the studies by Brunet et al. (2013) described

above and the dueling exhibited by P. aeruginosa is that since

there is little to no collateral damage from these retaliatory

T6SS attacks, T6SS activity does not tend to spread through a

population of P. aeruginosa cells (Basler et al., 2013; Basler

and Mekalanos, 2012). The T6SS activity observed in EAEC

was reported to propagate within a population of growing cells

(Brunet et al., 2013), suggesting that this organism may be re-

sponding to other signals associated with growth on a solid sur-

face as a community (e.g., quorum sensing) or some diffusible

signal released by cells undergoing T6SS attack. These observa-

tions stand as a testament to both the diversity and specializa-

tion of T6SS regulation in diverse bacterial species.

Although a precise definition of the signal recognized by

P. aeruginosa that triggers T6SS assembly remains elusive, we

now have some significant new clues. Recently, it was discov-

ered that broad-host-range conjugation systems can also

induce a P. aeruginosa T6SS in the form of a donor-directed

counterattack (Ho et al., 2013). In this report, E. coli T4SS asso-

ciated with the plasmid RP4 was found to render these bacteria

30 times more sensitive to killing by the P. aeruginosa T6SS.

Because this RP4-dependent, T6SS-dependent killing involved

precise target selection and required both TagT and PppA, the

authors concluded that RP4 was triggering aimed assembly of

the P. aeruginosa T6SS organelle in a manner perfectly analo-

gous to the T6SS dueling response. Extensive genetic analysis

of the RP4 conjugation system revealed that DNA transfer was

not required for this response, but genes involved in sex pilus
and mating pair formation were (Ho et al., 2013). Furthermore,

the antibiotic polymyxin B, a cationic cyclic peptide that binds

the outer membrane component lipid A to cause disruption of

membrane integrity, also induced rapid TagT-dependent as-

sembly and firing of the P. aeruginosa T6SS (Ho et al., 2013).

Altogether, these observations suggested that the signal for

T6SS assembly is a highly localized physical or chemical signal

associated with membrane perturbation. As such, the T6SS rep-

resents a generalized bacterial defense mechanism against

foreign attack and acquisition of potentially infectious DNA ele-

ments. It remains unclear whether other membrane-penetrating

processes, such as phage infection, eukaryotic defensins, or

perforin, might also induce similar T6SS counterattacks or if

these hypothetical T6SS counterattacks can be used by bacteria

to defend against phage or eukaryotic host cell responses.

As noted earlier, T6SS can also deliver effectors that are toxic

to eukaryotic cells, and indeed, evidence suggests that genes

encoding this organelle are induced during infection and have

been shown to induce host damage in experimental animals (Ka-

pitein and Mogk, 2013; Ma and Mekalanos, 2010; Mandlik et al.,

2011; Miyata et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2010). The antibacterial

activity associated with T6SS may also enhance colonization

of the host by targeting heterologous or homologous bacterial

cells. Recent evidence for the latter has been obtained in

V. choleraewhere amutant defective in tsiV3, the cognate immu-

nity protein to the bactericidal effector VgrG-3 (Dong et al.,

2013), exhibited a defect in intestinal colonization (Yang et al.,

2013). This in vivo colonization defect of the tsiV3 mutant de-

pended on its cocolonization with T6SS+ strains carrying an

intact VgrG3 gene. These data suggest that V. cholerae T6SS

is functional during infection and that antagonistic sister cell-

sister cell interactions occur during the infection process. Such

a result predicts that heterologous species may also be subject

to T6SS-dependent attacks and that these antimicrobiota inter-

actions might thereby influence the virulence and in vivo fitness

of T6SS+ species.

Conclusions
In summary, rapid progress has been made toward understand-

ing the scope of biological activities associated with the bacterial

T6SS, but many questions remain unanswered. For example,

what roles do TssF, TssG, and TssA play in structure, function,

and assembly? What triggers sheath contraction? Is it regulated

or spontaneous? How is tube and sheath length determined?

Where are effectors initially delivered into target cells? Is the

brute force generated by T6SS sheath contraction sufficient to

penetrate the peptidoglycan? Can the T6SS tube/spike complex

reach the cytosol, and is its disassembly programmed to occur

there? Do effectors with periplasmic targets (e.g., peptido-

glycan) traffic from cytosol to periplasm after cytosolic delivery

by the T6SS organelle? How are non-VgrG and non-PAAR effec-

tors recognized by T6SS? How and where do effector com-

plexes with VgrG and PAAR proteins form? How do effectors

fit into the assembled baseplate? Do effectors that interact

with Hcp rings fill the extended tube structure or reside only

near the VgrG-Hcp interface? Can the genes for effectors be hor-

izontally transferred among species and quickly adapted to func-

tion with resident T6SS organelles in heterologous species?

What mediates transmission of membrane perturbation signals
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to the TagQRST system? How are retaliatory T6SS attacks

positioned in the cell spatially and temporally? Do host-derived

signals (e.g., defensin, perforin, complement, etc.) also trigger

posttranslational assembly of the T6SS apparatus in bacteria

harboring the TagQRST system? Do such signals result in effi-

cient attack of eukaryotic target cells? What signals lead to in-

duction of T6SS?Which host factors play a role in transcriptional

activation?What role does antibacterial T6SS activity play within

themicrobiome of a eukaryotic host? Answering these questions

will likely challenge T6SS researchers for years to come.

Besides acting in many species as virulence factors, T6SS is

likely to be important for the ecological fitness of bacteria that

live in consortia such asmixed biofilms (Miyata et al., 2013). Bac-

terial species that activate T6SS organelles and fire them in an

unregulated manner (e.g., Vibrio and Acinetobacter species)

are likely using them to kill all susceptible neighbors indiscrimin-

ately and thus may attack preformed biofilms efficiently.

P. aeruginosamay have adapted to establishing beneficial com-

plex biofilm communities (Kolenbrander et al., 2010; Peters et al.,

2012), and therefore, as a species, P. aeruginosa would coop-

erate with other organisms so long as they do not pose a threat.

On the other hand, if microbial neighbors threaten P. aeruginosa

with either T6SS attack or T4SS-mediated transfer of infectious

conjugative elements, P. aeruginosa will use its T6SS as a prim-

itive innate immune system (Ho et al., 2013) to neutralize these

challenges. Understanding whether any of these ecological phe-

nomena lead to significant changes in the fitness of pathogens

in vivo remains a priority for this rapidly moving field.
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